Environmental Studies Major
Summer 2024 Tip Sheet

Area 1: Lower-Division ENVS Core Requirements:
ENVS 201 (Walker) Intro Env Studies: Soc Sci (CRN 40751) [>2] ASYNC WEB
ENVS 202 (Russel) Intro Env Studies: Nat Sci (CRN 40752) [>3] ASYNC WEB
ENVS 203 (Kristensen) Intro Env Studies: Humanities (CRN 40753) [>1] ASYNC WEB

Area 2: Lower-Division Math & Science Requirements:
Math:
MATH 105Z (Bernards) Math in Society (CRN 41067)
MATH 106 (TBA) University Mathematics II (CRN 41068-9) ASYNC WEB
MATH 111Z (Henderson) Precalculus I: Functions (CRN 41801) ASYNC WEB

Statistics:
BI 399 (Bingham) Sp St Exper Desig/Stat (CRN 40353) OIMB
STAT 243Z (TBA) Elementary Statistics I (CRN 41077)

Lower-Division Natural Science Sequence:
BI 211 (Prikryl) General Biology I: Cells (CRN 40340) [>3]
BI 212 (Carrier) General Biology II: Organisms (CRN 40343) [>3]
BI 213 (Hulslander) General Biology III: Ecology & Evolution (CRN 40346) [>3]
CH 111 (Gupta) Intro to Chemical Principles (CRN 40530) [>3] ASYNC WEB
CH 221 (McConnell) General Chemistry I (CRN 41710) [>3] ASYNC WEB
CH 222 (McConnell) General Chemistry II (CRN 41711) [>3] ASYNC WEB
CH 223 (Clayton) General Chemistry III (CRN 40531-2) [>3] ASYNC WEB
ERTH 101 (TBA) Exploring Planet Earth (CRN 41828) [>3]

Additional Science Non-Sequence Courses:
ANTH 274 (Ulibarri) Animals and People (CRN 40190) [>3, >GP, >IC] ASYNC WEB
GEOG 141 (Ambacher) The Natural Environment (CRN 40843) [>3] ASYNC WEB
GEOG 181 (McLees) Our Digital Earth (CRN 40845) [>2] ASYNC WEB

Area 3A: Upper-Division Natural Science:
Check for prerequisites!

Area 3B: Upper-Division Social Science, Policy, Humanities, & Sustainable Design & Practice:
Check for Prerequisites!

Social Science Foundation:
SOC 304 (Norgaard) Community, Environment, & Society (CRN 41736) [>2]

Social Science Elective:
GEOG 342 (Abbott) Geography of Globalization (CRN 40846) [>2] ASYNC WEB
GLBL 399 (Hindery) Sp St Env Iss & A (CRN 41783) ASYNC WEB
GLBL 420 (Hindery) Global Community Development (CRN 41784) ASYNC WEB
GLBL 425 (Meek) Global Food Security (CRN 41785) ASYNC WEB

Policy Foundation:
PPPM 408 (Rosenberg) Wkr Env Impact Assess (CRN 41464) ASYNC WEB
PPPM 443 (Rosenberg) Natural Resource Policy (CRN 41470) SYNC WEB
PS 477 (Claveria Cambon) Intl Environmental Politics (CRN 41733) ASYNC WEB

Policy Elective:
EC 330 (Russell) Urban & Regional Ec Prob (CRN 40689) [>2 >IP >US] ASYNC WEB

Humanities Foundation:
ENVS 345 (Foor) Environmental Ethics (CRN 40754) [>1] ASYNC WEB
PHIL 340 (Bustamante-Moya) Env Philosophy (CRN 41421) ASYNC WEB [>1 >GP >IC]

**Humanities Elective:**
PHIL 309 (Schiamo) Global Justice (CRN 41417) ASYNC WEB [>2 >GP >IC]
FLR 320 (Roederer-Morin) Car Cultures (CRN 41825) ASYNC WEB

**Sustainable Design & Practice Foundation:**
(None)

**Sustainable Design & Practice Elective:**
LA 390 (Keeler) Urban Farm (CRN 41035)

**Area 4: Environmental Issues:**
ENVS 411 (Tetteh) Plastic Politics: (R)evoltn & Current Iss (CRN 40760) ASYNC WEB

**Area 5: Practical Learning Experience (PLE):**
ENVS 404 (Imtiaz) Internship (CRN 40757)

---

**KEY:**
*Only one ERTH 30X counts towards ENVS/ESCI Major Requirements.*
ASYNC WEB: does not meet in person on campus or virtual class time.
SYNC WEB: has scheduled online meeting times.

**Bracketed Codes/University Requirements:**
>1 Arts & Letters
>2 Social Science
>3 Science

**Multicultural Codes (if you were enrolled prior to 2019):**
IC; International Cultures
IP; Identity, Pluralism, & Tolerance
AC; American Cultures

**Cultural Literacy Codes (starting Fall 2019):**
GP; Global Perspectives
US; Difference, Inequality, Agency

**Please Note:**
- Be alert to prerequisites listed in the class schedule and UO catalog.